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November was a month in which Argentine people lived with particular intensity the histori-

cal events linked to national sovereignty. The commemoration of the battle of Vuelta de 

Obligado that took place on November 20, 1845, National Sovereignty Day, where the 

nation preserved its exclusive rights over the navigation of its interior rivers, also relates 

-though in a different context- to the permanent and unrelinquished goal of the Argentine

people to recover, according to the principles of international law, the legitimate and

non-prescribing sovereignty over the Malvinas, South Georgias and South Sandwich Islands

and the corresponding maritime and insular areas.

This month was also propitious to highlight the importance of some of the most relevant

diplomatic achievements in this long controversy between our country and the United King-

dom. It is about the adoption of resolution 37/9 by the United Nations General Assembly in

1982, which ratifies that victory does not give rights, that the sovereignty dispute is still

unresolved, and calls on the United Kingdom to resume bilateral negotiations.

Another relevant event on this month's agenda was, within the framework of the “Federal

Foreing Ministry'' strategy, the meeting in the city of Ushuaia of the second plenary of the

Federal Council on Foreing Policy and International Trade, a forum for exchange, consulta-

tion, advice and coordination between the National State and the provinces. During the

meeting, a declaration on the Malvinas Question was adopted, which highlights the value of

maintaining a State policy on that subject, through a plural, broad, federal and intergenera-

tional dialogue, which contributes to strengthening Argentina’s sovereign rights.

Another month has come to an end, as the Secretariat continues joining the recognition to

the fallen, their relatives, and the veterans of the Malvinas Islands, from an inclusive and

federal approach. These initiatives are added to the actions organized by our diplomatic

representations to deepen the visibility of Argentina’s sovereign rights over the usurped

territories. With National Sovereignty Day as a backdrop, the “Malvinas 40 Years” Agenda

moves forward, according to the goals set by the national government.

Guillermo Carmona
Secretary of Malvinas, Antarctica 

and the South Atlantic
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Highlights

>>>>

The Federal Council on Foreing Policy and International 
Trade ratified national unity on the Malvinas Question

>>>>

Activities at 
Embassies and 

Consulates

The Commission for Dialogue on Malvinas was established in Mexico

In the context of the “Malvinas 40 Years” Agenda and the 40th anniversary of United Nations resolu-
tion 37/9, authorities of the Argentine Embassy in Mexico and the Secretary of Malvinas, Antarctica 
and the South Atlantic, Guillermo Carmona, officially established the Commission that will bring toge-
ther personalities from the political, academic, cultural and journalistic arena.

The Argentine ambassador in Honduras, Pablo Vilas, together with the president of the National 
Congress of that country, deputy Luis Redondo, and the Minister of Culture, Arts and Heritage of Hon-
duras, Anarella Vélez Osejo, unveiled the sign that marks the distance between the central points of 
Tegucigalpa and Puerto Argentino (capital of the Malvinas Islands) and which recalls the phrase of 
former President Néstor Carlos Kirchner: “We come from the south of the country, from the land of the 
Malvinas culture and the continental ice and we will unwaveringly support our claim to sovereignty 
over the Malvinas Islands, May 25, 2003”.

A sign marking the distance between Tegucigalpa and the Malvinas Islands was placed in 
Honduras, on the occasion of Argentine National Sovereignty Day 
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Press

News from 
the Foreign 

Ministry
Forty years after its adoption, Cafiero stated UN resolution 37/9 is a 
“pillar of Argentine foreign policy”

Foreign Minister Santiago Cafiero headed at San Martín Palace the ceremony in com-
memoration of the 40th anniversary of the adoption of resolution 37/9 on the Ques-
tion of the Malvinas Islands by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), toge-
ther with the Secretary of Malvinas, Antarctica and the South Atlantic, Guillermo 
Carmona, the members of the National Malvinas Council and diplomats.

The Argentine Annual Antarctic Plan 2022-2023 was 
presented at the Foreign Ministry 
Foreign Minister Santiago Cafiero and Minister of Defense 
Jorge Taiana presented the general guidelines of the Annual 
Antarctic Plan 2022-2023 containing all the activities planned 
to be carried out in the Argentine Antarctic Sector during the 
Antarctic Campaign, which takes place between November 1, 
2022 and October 31, 2023.

The book “Malvinas 40 Years. Economic contributions on 
the South Atlantic” was published
Within the framework of the “Malvinas 40 Years” Agenda and 
the Sovereignty Week, the publisher “Manuel Belgrano” of the 
Ministry of Economy launched a collection of articles by 
researchers that provided their contributions to our country's 
sovereign claim. The book was published in collaboration with 
the Secretariat of Malvinas, Antarctica and the South Atlantic 
and the Malvinas Museum. 
Click here to download.

>>>>

The Foreign Ministry publishes historical documents on 
the Malvinas Question 
Foreign Minister Santiago Cafiero and the Secretary of Malvi-
nas, Antarctica and the South Atlantic, Guillermo Carmona, 
held a meeting where they reviewed important historical docu-
ments related to the Malvinas Question and Argentina’s sove-
reign claim since the British usurpation of the Islands in 1833, 
which are already digitized and available on the “Malvinas 
Unites Us” website.

Within the framework of the strategy “Federal Foreign Minis-
try” created by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, International 
Trade and Worship, the second plenary of the Council took 
place on November 1 and 2 in the city of Ushuaia, and a docu-
ment on Malvinas was adopted. 

The National Malvinas Council and the Chamber of Depu-
ties of the Nation issued declarations on the occasion of 
the 40th anniversary of the adoption of resolution 37/9 by 
the UNGA

>>>>

In the context of the 40th anniversary of the adoption of 
United Nations General Assembly resolution 37/9 on the 
Question of the Malvinas Islands, on November 4th the Natio-
nal Council for Affairs Relative to the Malvinas, South Geor-
gias, South Sandwich islands and the corresponding maritime 
and insular areas, created in 2020 by law 27,558, adopted a 
declaration that highlights the importance of that resolution, a 
milestone in the history of Argentine diplomacy and the first 
one adopted after the 1982 conflict.  

Active participation of Argentina in the 41st Meeting of 
the CCAMLR

>>>>

The 41st Meeting of the Committee for the Conservation of 
Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) met in Hobart, 
Australia, from October 24 to November 4. The meeting was 
attended by scientists and diplomats after two years of virtual 
meetings. 

The Secretariat of Malvinas, Antarctica and the South Atlan-
tic paid homage to women veterans at the Foreign Ministry

>>>>

The ceremony took place at the Belgrano auditorium of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs after a photography exhibition and 
the theater play “Valientes: una historia de mujeres”, which 
translates “Brave: a history of women”, which showed the 
stories of the women veterans of the South Atlantic Conflict. 
Six medals were delivered to female volunteers, nurses and 
relatives of the honored.
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